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Rich phenomena from complex systems have long intrigued researchers, and yet modeling

system micro-dynamics and inferring the forms of interaction remain challenging for con-

ventional data-driven approaches, being generally established by human scientists. In this

study, we propose AgentNet, a model-free data-driven framework consisting of deep neural

networks to reveal and analyze the hidden interactions in complex systems from observed

data alone. AgentNet utilizes a graph attention network with novel variable-wise attention

to model the interaction between individual agents, and employs various encoders and de-

coders that can be selectively applied to any desired system. Our model successfully captured

a wide variety of simulated complex systems, namely cellular automata (discrete), the Vic-

sek model (continuous), and active Ornstein–Uhlenbeck particles (non-Markovian) in which,

notably, AgentNet’s visualized attention values coincided with the true variable-wise inter-

action strengths and exhibited collective behavior that was absent in the training data. A

demonstration with empirical data from a flock of birds showed that AgentNet could identify
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hidden interaction ranges exhibited by real birds, which cannot be detected by conventional

velocity correlation analysis. We expect our framework to open a novel path to investigating

complex systems and to provide insight into general process-driven modeling.

1 Main

Complex systems are collections of interactive agents that exhibit non-trivial collective behavior.

They have gathered a significant amount of research interest in the last several decades in a wide

variety of academic fields from spin systems to human societies. In particular, the domain of

physics mainly focuses on investigating the micro-level processes that govern emergent behavior

in complex systems and modeling them mathematically. The Vicsek model1 is a representative

example of such approaches, which attempted to explain collective behaviors of active matter like a

bird flock with minimal microscopic description. Unfortunately, due to the intrinsic complexity of

these systems, extracting hidden micro-dynamics from the observed data of an unknown complex

system is virtually infeasible in most cases. Although conventional process-driven modeling is

intelligible and provides the conceptual framework, its application to complex systems, to date,

still strongly relies on human intuition with various prior assumptions.

To overcome these obstacles, data-driven modeling (DDM), a methodology that finds a re-

lationship between state variables or their time evolution from observed data, has emerged as a

powerful tool for system analysis alongside the emergence of machine learning and large-scale

data. In previous literature 2–11, DDM was employed to discover hidden parameters or dynamics

from data in an automated manner. Particularly, active matter modeling greatly relies on DDM by
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first designing a model with intuition from observed data and then performing parameter fitting to

match the data 12–16, although many of them suffer from sparse, noisy, or discontinuous observation

data.

Among various DDM techniques, deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently shown phe-

nomenal performance in pattern recognition and function approximation. One specialized DNN

variant for graph-structured data is the graph neural network (GNN) 17, which models dependencies

between linked agents on a graph and has enabled remarkable progress in graph analysis. Similar

to 18, one may depict a complex system as a dynamically changing graph in which each vertex is an

agent, with links between agents indicating interactions. In this approach, the problem of modeling

the micro-dynamics of single agents becomes equivalent to properly inferring the effect from other

agents on a graph and estimating the state transition of each agent at the next time step. Several

attempts have been separately made to employ GNNs in the prediction and analysis of specific

complex systems and physical models 19–27, but these approaches are mostly limited to the verifi-

cation of a single system or a small number of agents, and more significantly, it remains difficult

to interpret the characteristics of the interaction due to the neural network’s notorious black-box

nature. Recently, graph attention networks (GATs) 28 and its applications 29, 30 showed a path to

interpretable GNN by assigning attention to important neighbors, but this attention value cannot

be directly interpreted with a physical meaning. For instance, in a multi-dimensional system, the

interaction strength cannot be a scalar value since each directional state variable possesses its own

interaction range and strength.
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Inspired by these recent attempts, we introduce AgentNet, a generalized neural network

framework based on GATs with a novel attention scheme to model various complex systems in

an physically interpretable manner. AgentNet approximates the transition function of the states of

individual agents by training the neural network to predict the future state variables. Due to the rich

functional expressibility of DNNs, which is practically unconstrained 31, 32, AgentNet poses min-

imum prior assumptions about the unknown nature of the target agents. Our model jointly learns

the interaction strength that affects each variable’s transition and overall transition function from

observed data in an end-to-end manner without any human intervention or manual operation. This

is a critical difference from the conventional approach with GATs, which only assigns a single at-

tention value per agent while our model assigns completely independent attention values for every

state variable and employing separate decoders for each of them. We found that our variable-wise

neural attention achieves better performances over GATs’ single multiplicative attention, and en-

ables more extensive physical interpretation for the first time that was impossible for conventional

GATs such as identifying directional forces separately. Also, the visualization and inspection of

the inner modules as granted by our framework enables a clear interpretation of the trained model,

which also provides insights for process-driven modeling. As a prediction model, a trained Agent-

Net can generate an individual level of state predictions from desired initial conditions, making

AgentNet an outstanding simulator of target systems including even those that exhibit collective

behavior that was absent in the training data.

First, we show the spontaneous correspondence between the complex system and the struc-

ture of AgentNet by providing formulations of both systems. The capability of AgentNet is thor-
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oughly demonstrated here via data from simulated complex systems: cellular automata 33, the Vic-

sek model 1, and the active Ornstein–Uhlenbeck particle (AOUP) 34 model, along with application

to real-world data comprising trajectories in a flock of birds 35 containing more than 1800 agents in

a single instance, greatly exceeding the previous range of neural network approaches 18, 36, 37 which

treated at most several dozens of agents. For the simulated systems, we show that each component

of AgentNet learns predictable and tractable parts of the expected transition function by compar-

ing extracted features with ground-truth functions. For the bird flock where the exact analytical

expression of the system is completely unknown, AgentNet successfully provides the interaction

range of a bird, which is physiologically plausible and coincides with previous behavioral studies

about the bird 38, 39.

2 System formulation

In this paper, we focus on a general agent-based system consisting of n agents for which the state

of each agent until time T is (at least partially) identified and observed. The basic premise of

the agent-based system is that the agent with the same state variable follows the same decision

rule, and the interaction strength between two agents can be fully expressed by their state variable.

This implies that any two agents with the same state variables should be interchangeable without

altering the outcome.

We denote the set of all n agents as A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and the corresponding observed

state variables of all agents at time t as St = {st1, st2, . . . , stn}, where each state consists of k state
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Figure 1: Overview of system formulation and the neural network architecture of the proposed

AgentNet. The correspondence between the decision rule of agents in a complex system and a

forward pass of AgentNet is depicted. In both panels, the state variable of each agent sti interacts

with the state variables of other agents stj in Ri with interaction strength αt
ij . The graph attention

core learns Ri with transformer architecture by encoding sti into key kt
i , query qti , and value vti , and

then calculates the weighted sum of the values of other agents vtj according to the variable-wise

attention weight αq,t
ij as computed by neural attention. Different from GATs, AgentNet assigns

attention value for each state variable, and decode it separately to strictly impose the information

of variable-wise interaction strength. Other functions, namely hself and f , can be captured by both

encoder and decoder modules.
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variables sti = {sti,1, sti,2, . . . , sti,k}. In addition, the system might have j number of time-dependent

global external variables ut = {ut
1, u

t
2, . . . , u

t
j} that affect agent interaction, such as temperature

in a thermodynamic system. For simplicity, we abbreviate the set of time series vectors from t to

t−m, namely [St,St−1, ...St−m], as St,m.

where

∆St+1 = [f(st,m1 ,St,m
1̄

,ut,m), . . . , f(st,mn ,St,m
n̄ ,ut,m)] (1)

and S
t,m
ī

indicates that the ith agent’s state vector s
t,m
i is omitted from St,m.

In this study, we assume that the system is mainly dominated by pairwise interactions and

higher-order interactions are negligible. Alleviation of this assumption will be discussed in the

Conclusion. This means that Eq. (5) becomes

∆st+1
i = f(hself(s

t,m
i ,ut,m),

∑

i 6=j

hpair(s
t,m
i , st,mj ,ut,m)) (2)

where hself(s
t,m
i ,ut,m) denotes self-interaction and hpair(s

t,m
i , st,mj ,ut,m) captures the pair-

wise interaction between the ith and jth agents along with the effect of ut,m. We note that this

generalized formulation encompasses the transition functions of various fundamental systems such

as the Monte Carlo simulation of the Ising model 40, the voter model 41, systems governed by New-

tonian dynamics, and phase space dynamics driven by the Liouville equation.
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Although Eq. (2) sums up the interaction with every agent except itself, not every agent is

relevant to the transition function of a single agent in a general case. Every agent ai may have

its own interaction range Ri = {aj ∈ A | ai interacts with aj} that can change depending on the

current state of the agent, and only a subset (or possibly the entire set) of agents belonging to Ri

should be considered. Furthermore, each state variable might be affected by different interaction

strengths, e.g. exerting force Fx and Fy can be generally different. Hence, we define the variable-

wise interaction strength function between two agents as wq
ij(s

t,m
i s

t,m
j ,ut,m) ≥ 0 that outputs the

q-th state variable’s interaction magnitude of the ith agent, induced by the jth agent. Now, wq
ij

can be separated from the pairwise interaction function h(st,mi , st,mj ,ut,m) to explicitly indicate

the variable-wise interaction strength between agents, as follows:

hpair(s
t,m
i , st,mj ,ut,m) =

∑

q

wq
ij(s

t,m
i , st,mj ,ut,m)vt

j(s
t,m
j ). (3)

Note that leftover function vj conveys information solely from the jth agent without loss of

generality. So far, we have decomposed an individual transition function into four parts; variable-

wise interaction strength function wq, leftover function v, self-interaction function hself, and overall

function f . We note that our formulation aptly applies to a physical system governed by force

dynamics by interpreting wq as the magnitude of a component of an exerting force vector, while

the leftover function vector v contains directional information.

In most cases, the exact analytic forms of all these functions (wq, v, hself, f ) are completely
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unknown, and it is infeasible to elicit these functions from observed data alone. Especially, blind-

ness to variable-wise interaction strength function wq significantly complicates this inverse prob-

lem since we have to test every possible combination of neighbor candidates while simultaneously

guessing the correct nonlinear functional form of v, hself, and f . The problem becomes harder if

the system has time-correlation because it expands the range of possibly correlated variable pairs

further out in the time dimension. To sum up, many of the current methodologies are not capa-

ble of DDM for complex systems without strong prior assumptions regarding the functional form.

The proposed framework, AgentNet, successfully tackles this conundrum by employing DNNs to

jointly learn all of the aforementioned functions by constructing corresponding neural modules for

each of the functions and backpropagating errors from state predictions.

Generally, agent modeling of a complex system aims to identify the transition function of its

constituents through time steps, which can be written as

St+1 = St +∆St+1

= St + F (St,m,ut,m) (4)

where m is the maximum lag for the system output and F is an overall function that could be

deterministic or stochastic. If we focus on the state difference of an individual agent, we can split

the overall function F into indvidual transition function f and get

∆st+1
i = f(st,mi ,St,m

ī
,ut,m) (5)

Our formulation of agent-based complex systems is shown in Fig. 1 with corresponding
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Table 1: System formulation is applied to simulated model systems. Here, h =
∑

j hj,

hx = {x directional component of h}, {hy = y directional component of h}, and |Ri| de-

note the number of elements of set Ri. r(sti, s
t
j) represents the distance between two

agents’ positions, while θ(sti, s
t
j) represents the respective angle of the jth agent to the ith

agent. For AOUP, t+1 becomes t+dt since the original model is governed by continuous

differential equations. U0 is a fixed norm of propulsion vector, where U2
0 = 2Da/τ .

System Cellular automata Vicsek model Active Ornstein–Uhlenbeck Particle

sti {xt
i, y

t
i , c

t
i} {xt

i, y
t
i , v

t
x,i, v

t
y,i} {xt

i, y
t
i}

ut None None R

Ri {aj ∈ A|r(sti, stj) ≤
√
2} {aj ∈ A|r(sti, stj) < rc, |θ(sti, stj)| < θc} A− {ai}

wq wc =



















1 if aj ∈ Ri

0 if aj /∈ Ri

wx, wy =



















1 if aj ∈ Ri

0 if aj /∈ Ri

wx, wvx ∝− 3(xt
i − xt

j)
e−r(sti,s

t
j)

3/R3

R3

wy, wvy ∝− 3(yti − ytj)
e−r(sti,s

t
j)

3/R3

R3

hself {cti} {vtx,i, vty,i} {xt
i, y

t
i}

f

∆xt+1
i = 0

∆yt+1
i = 0

∆ct+1
i = δcti=0δh=3

− δcti=1(1− δh=2)(1− δh=3)

∆xt+1
i = vt+1

x,i

∆yt+1
i = vt+1

y,i

∆vt+1
x,i = (hx / (|Ri|+ 1)) +N (0, σ)

∆vt+1
y,i = (hy / (|Ri|+ 1)) +N (0, σ)

∆xt+dt
i = vt+1

x,i

∆yt+dt
i = vt+1

y,i

∆vt+dt
x,i = hxdt+

√
2γT

γ
N (0,

√
dt) + fx,i

∆vt+dt
y,i = hydt+

√
2γT

γ
N (0,

√
dt) + fy,i

∆f t+dt
x,i = −dt/τf t

x,i +
√

U2
0 τTN (0,

√
dt)

∆f t+dt
y,i = −dt/τf t

y,i +
√

U2
0 τTN (0,

√
dt)
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modules in AgentNet: the value vector of the transformer captures the self-interaction hself and

leftover information v; variable-wise attention weight αq captures the interaction magnitude wq;

and the weighted sum along with the decoder corresponds to the overall function f . This formula-

tion can express all of the model systems used in this study, as described in Table 1.

3 Model description

AgentNet is a generalized framework for the data-driven modeling of agent-based complex sys-

tems, covering most previous works and reinforced with several modifications. The base module of

AgentNet, a graph attention module, is similar to a GAT 28, with transformer architecture42, where

each agent decides its next state by putting information from itself and the attention-weighted sum

of other agents together. AgentNet initially operates on a fully-connected graph, implying that it

initially assumes every agent as a possible neighbor and gradually learns the true interaction part-

ners and strength through training. Our model first encodes the state variables of agent st with an

encoder, then passes the information to the transformer which computes the impact from the entire

system state st, and finally decodes the outcome with a decoder to obtain the state difference.

In most cases, complex systems have diverse characteristics that are difficult to incorporate

into a single modeling framework. As a universal framework, AgentNet resolves this diversity

by modifying the encoder and decoder and setting a proper optimization function to fit particular

system characteristics while maintaining the core module of the network. In this way, AgentNet

addresses a variety of system characteristics such as continuity of state variables, stochasticity of
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transition function, and memory effects.

First, AgentNet can handle various types of state variables by minimizing cross-entropy for

discrete variables and the mean squared error for continuous variables. Second, when the deci-

sion rule of a target system is stochastic, there are several ways to construct a neural network with

probabilistic output 43–46. AgentNet employs a Gaussian neural network 45 as the decoder of the

stochastic AgentNet, which produces means and variances of multiple univariate Gaussian distri-

butions. Lastly, some of the collective phenomena in complex systems appear in non-Markovian

settings where past states affect the future state. In this study, we use long short-term memory

(LSTM) models for the encoder and decoder of AgentNet to capture (potential) memory effects in

the system.

The graph attention module in AgentNet explicitly assigns variable-wise importance αq
ij by

first constructing the attention coefficient aqij from encoded data e(st) and applying the sigmoid

function to normalize the scale. We note that the choice of the sigmoid function is crucial be-

cause unlike most previous literature 24, 28, 42 where a softmax normalization between agents was

used (αij =
aij∑

k exp(aik)
), here we aim to infer the absolute variable-wise interaction magnitude

without normalization among the agents. Also, further differing from conventional approaches for

attention coefficients such as additive 47 and multiplicative 42 mechanisms, attention coefficients in

AgentNet are calculated by multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) (Att), which enables much more flexi-

ble representations and crucial for capturing complex interactions. We name this attention scheme

as neural attention (See Supplemenatry Note 2 and Supplementary Figure 2 for the advantages of
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neural attention).

By virtue of variable-wise separated decoder, attention weights αq
ij only affects to q-th vari-

able, thus one can identify interaction strengths for each variable by visualizing predicted attention

weights. Note that this is different from widely-known multi-headed attention since it feeds con-

catenated output into a single decoder while AgentNet does not concatenate the output and strictly

separates each decoder in order to impose a variable-wise transition function for each attention

value, not a mixed overall transition function. In short, AgentNet clarifies the variable-wise neu-

ral attention scheme from an unknown function of interaction strengths to physically interpretable

variable-wise strength. Our study is the first in-depth demonstration of the capability of this form

of graph attention scheme, achieved by comparing the attention weights for each variable to the

ground-truth interaction strengths in various simulated complex systems.

4 Results

This study utilizes three representative complex systems to demonstrate the capacity of AgentNet,

along with one empirical dataset for framework evaluation. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics

of the model systems with an escalating level of complexity. All of the code for model training and

system simulation has been deposited in 48.

Cellular Automata First, we verify AgentNet with an older yet fundamental system with rich

phenomena, the cellular automata (CA) model. In the CA model, each cell has its own discrete

state, either alive or dead. Each cell interacts with its eight adjacent neighbors, and the state of
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A
Epoch 1

B

Epoch 1 Epoch 40 Epoch 120 Epoch 200

C

Figure 2: Result of AgentNet for cellular automata. (A) Attention weight transition of a single

target cell throughout the training. In the initial stage, the model has no information about the

interaction range and assigns near-zero values to all of the cells in the system. Attention gets nar-

rowed down to a smaller region as training advances, and finally concentrates on eight surrounding

cells, which is the theoretical interaction range. (B) Attention weight ᾱc of neighbors and outside

cells during 200 epochs of training. The attention weight of neighbor cells increases as training

proceeds, while the weight of other cells remains 0. Data is averaged from 100 test samples. (C)

AgentNet with respect to given alive (left) and dead microstates (right). The total number of alive

cells in the neighborhood is denoted by s, which is the sole parameter of the CA decision rule.
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each cell evolves according to the following two rules. First, a live cell stays alive if two or three

neighbor cells are alive. Secondly, a dead cell becomes alive if exactly three neighbor cells are

alive. Thus, the interaction strength of CA can be expressed as an indicator function ✶Ri
where its

value is 1 if aj ∈ Ri and 0 otherwise.

We simulate CA data in the form of a 14 × 14 grid of cells with initially randomized states,

and the state of the grid after a single time step becomes the target label for each data. AgentNet for

CA receives three state variables from each cell: positions xt and yt, and cell state ct. The output

here is a list of expected probabilities that each cell becomes alive. We use the binary cross-entropy

loss function between the AgentNet output and the ground-truth label.

Figure 2 summarizes the results of AgentNet for CA, depicting the cell state attention weight

αc of the target cell (in this case, the 102nd cell) across the entire grid. After 120 epochs, AgentNet

quickly realized that a vast majority of the cells are irrelevant to the target cell, and thereafter

concentrated its attention to a more compact region; Fig. 2B shows that AgentNet gradually learns

to focus on neighbor cells only. AgentNet was able to figure out the true interaction range after

200 epochs. The result of the prediction test for unseen cases showed perfect 100% accuracy, as

depicted in Fig. 2C.

Vicsek model Next, we validate the capability of AgentNet for a continuous and stochastic sys-

tem. The Vicsek model 1 (VM) is one of the earliest and most prominent models to describe an

active matter system, where each agent averages the velocity of nearby agents (including itself)

to replace its previous velocity. At each time step, every agent updates its position by adding this

15



A B C

Figure 3: Result of AgentNet for the Vicsek model. Initially, agents are randomly distributed in a

circular region with radius R =
√
5, without any boundary condition. (A) Attention weight visu-

alization of two sample cells, a1 and a2. Both cases show a circular sector of attention distribution

with clear boundaries that perfectly matches with ground-truth interaction range. (B) Averaged

attention weight for variables x and y before and after training. The fully trained AgentNet learned

to identify the neighbor agents and ignore the irrelevant others by assigning near-one and near-zero

attention weights, respectively. (C) Position predictions by AgentNet for the two sample cells a1

and a2. Circles indicate the starting positions of the two particles, with the two heatmaps showing

the AgentNet prediction along with the means of predicted distributions (Xs). The model predicts

the expected theoretical distribution (crosses) with great precision, even when the given training

samples (green and blue stars) are distant from the means of the theoretical distribution.
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newly assigned velocity with stochastic noise. In this study, every 300th agent in the simulation

interacts with other agents within the range rc = 1 m and viewing angle θc = 120◦ of its heading

direction. This complex interaction range models the limitations of sight range and angle in real

organisms such as birds.

The model receives four state variables, positions xt and yt, and velocities vx
t and vy

t,

and predicts the positions of the next time step xt+1 and yt+1 in the form of two one-dimensional

(1D) Gaussian distributions by optimizing the sum of two negative log-likelihood (NLL) loss func-

tions. Note that each training data provides only a single stochastically sampled value, thus putting

AgentNet for VM in the difficult condition of trying to identify the general decision rule with only

one sample for each environment.

As a result, AgentNet for VM achieved a NLL loss of −1.365 for the test data, while the the-

oretically computed NLL loss was −1.524. We note that other approaches, such as naive MLPs,

failed to achieve meaningful prediction and resulted in a NLL loss of around +1.0 for the VM.

Figure 3A visualizes the x-variable attention weight αx of two sample agents, a1 and a2. AgentNet

for VM accurately learned the interaction boundary of the given VM, which resembles a major

sector of the circle. As Fig. 3B shows, the fully trained AgentNet assigns a high value to its x and

y-variable attention only for neighbor agents, while the untrained AgentNet has no distinction be-

tween neighbor and outside cells. The predicted position distributions for these two sample agents

are depicted in Fig. 3C. We observe that AgentNet precisely estimated the ground-truth distribu-

tion with true mean, even though the given training data is sampled from a stochastic distribution
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and did not match the expected mean value. This shows the capability of AgentNet to learn the

general transition rule governing the entire set, rather than merely memorizing every single train-

ing datapoint and overfitting them. We also report that AgentNet shows the same outcome with

unseen test data.

Active Ornstein–Uhlenbeck Particle Differing from the Vicsek model, some active matter shows

a time-correlation of particle positions due to the force inherent in the particles that allows them to

move. These systems are generally referred to as self-propelled particles, which can be described

by overdamped Langevin equations for the position xi of each particle as

γẋi = (Fext
i + Fint

i ) +
√

2γTηi + γfi, (6)

where γ the drag coefficient and T is temperature 34. Here, Fext
i is the external potential,

and Fint
i = −∇iV is the total force exerted on particle i due to the soft-core potential from other

particles, V = exp(−|rij|3/R3), that depends on relative distance rij and interaction length R. In

this study, we use AOUPs confined in a harmonic potential as an example system, describing the

intrinsic propulsion force fi as an independent Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process as

τ ḟi = −fi +
√

2Dawi, (7)

where τ is correlation time, Da is a diffusion constant, and wi is a standard Gaussian white

noise. As an external potential, we apply a weak harmonic potential Fext
i = −kxi with spring

constant k = 0.1 to confine the particles, as broadly assumed and experimentally employed 49.
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True trajectories Predictions
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B E F
True trajectories Predictions

C D

Figure 4: Result of AgentNet for AOUP. (A) In both panels, eight steps of the test data (R = 4) of

four particles are drawn with black dots starting from the large black dots. AgentNet predictions of

the trajectories in the following 12 steps (right panel) perfectly coincide with the sample trajectories

from the true Langevin equation (left panel). 100 samples are drawn in both panels, and the

final positions are highlighted with white stars. (B) Equilibrium state of a system with R = 5,

which is unseen at the training stage. A single realization from the true distribution is drawn with

final positions marked by red stars (left), while a single sample from the predicted distribution of

AgentNet is drawn with final positions marked by blue stars (right). AgentNet for AOUP captures

the generalized effect of interaction length R and predicts the collective behavior of the untrained

system. (C) Exerted x-directional force F int,x and x-directional velocity attention ᾱvx shows a

strong linear relationship, while single attention value from GAT does not captures any of the

force component. Same holds for (D), for the case of y-direction. (E) By plotting relative distance

rij versus force and attention, scaled attention shows good coincidence with the force value up to

constant factor c = 0.28. (F) Visualization of ᾱvx for a single target particle (blue). Attention and

force values for (C) to (E) are collected from 100 test samples with R = 4.
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This model is known to exhibit a collective clustering phenomenon, with the periodicity of the

resulting hexagonal pattern known to be approximately 1.4R with no Fext 50.

AgentNet for AOUP adopts an LSTM model as an encoder to enable iterative data gener-

ation. The model observes 8 steps of trajectories as input data, and the loss is calculated for the

next 12 steps. The model receives four state variables, xt,yt,vx
t, and vy

t, and global variable R

ranging from 2.0 to 4.0, and predicts the parameters for four 1D Gaussian distributions, similar to

the AgentNet for VM. Note that the internal variable, fi, which has its own Ornstein–Uhlenbeck

dynamics, is not present in the input data and thus the neural network has to infer this hidden

variable by eight steps of past trajectory.

First, we compare the average displacement error (ADE) and final displacement error (FDE)

of our model among 12 predicted steps as in previous works 22, 23 along with a linear extrapola-

tion and naive LSTM without the graph attention core as baselines. AgentNet for AOUP showed

ADE/FDE of 0.041/0.064, while linear extrapolation and LSTM showed much lower perfor-

mances of 0.210/0.465 and 0.158/0.316, respectively. The performance of our model also exceeds

the modern architectures like GAT3+ (GAT with 3-headed attention and transformer architecture),

which showed the performance of 0.065/0.087. Figure 4 summarizes the result of AgentNet for

AOUP. Our model precisely predicted the future trajectories subject to the past states, as depicted

in Fig. 4A where 100 trajectories sampled from the ground-truth Langevin equation and AgentNet

for AOUP are drawn. Figure 4B shows that AgentNet is also capable of predicting the untrained

region of the global variable R and further exhibits a collective behavior that occurs far beyond the
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trained time scale. Since our model can iteratively predict future states indefinitely, we tested our

model to predict a total of 42 steps, which is 30 more steps than the model was originally trained

for. Surprisingly, our model predicts a precise hexagonal pattern of periodicity 7, which coincides

with the theoretical value of periodicity when R = 5. This verifies a generalization capability

since the model had never been trained in the R = 5 condition and yet still properly captured the

collective phenomenon, which only occurs at a much longer timescale than its training data had.

Moreover, we demonstrate that the attention αq corresponds to the internal force F int,q, up

to a constant factor, as we claimed in system formulation section. Fig. 4C and 4D verifies this

by showing the attention for x and y-directional velocity vx, vy and the magnitude of correspond-

ing internal force F int,x, F inty , which clearly exhibits a strong linear relationship. This cannot be

achieved by a single-valued attention from conventional GAT, which shows a poor agreement with

any of the force components. We report that the single attention value from GAT tries to convey

the sum or average of each interaction strength. In Fig. 4E, we draw the scaled attention for vx

and the internal force of the x direction F int,x = ∇Vij = (−3r2ij exp [−r3ij/R
3])/R3 versus the

relative distance to the target particle rij . Despite a slight disagreement at small rij , scaled atten-

tion with constant factor c = 0.28 well matches F int,x and therefore can be considered as a good

approximation for interaction magnitude. (See Supplementary Discussion 1 for further investi-

gation on AOUP attention.) AgentNet for AOUP successfully predicted and investigated one of

the most complex systems possessing internal potential, external potential, memory effects, and

stochastic noises. We note that variables other than vx also showed similar linear relationships

with corresponding forces (results for other variables are reported in 48.)
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Figure 5: Result of AgentNet for CS. (A) Displacement errors of linear extrapolation, naive LSTM,

GAT, GAT3+, and AgentNet. AgentNet shows the lowest displacement error compared to the

baselines. Here, the final displacement error (FDE) of step n indicates the averaged error of birds

for which their trajectories terminated at step n. All of the results are averaged value from three

trials. (B) Exemplary snapshot of the visualized attention of a single agent (blue circle) from the

test dataset. (C) Two-dimensional heatmap of averaged attention αvx and cosine similarity of the

velocity with respect to the relative coordinates. We align every bird’s heading direction in the test

dataset to the x-axis (blue arrow) and draw cross-sections in the xy-plane (upper panels) and xz-

plane (lower panels). Different from the velocity correlation, attention shows more concentrated

and strongly directional distributions that coincide with previous literature about the bird’s visual

frustum and sight direction. For attention, a contour of the top 0.01% of the attention value is

visualized (red, dashed) as well as the direction of the maximum attention value (red arrows).
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Chimney swift trajectory Finally, we demonstrate the capability of our framework by predicting

the empirical trajectories of a freely behaving flock of chimney swifts (CSs). Bird flocks are

renowned for their rich diversity of flocking dynamics, for which models with various mechanisms

such as velocity alignment and cohesion have been proposed in the last several decades 1, 16, 38. We

employed here a portion of the data from 51, recorded in Raleigh, North Carolina, in 2014. Since

half of the trajectories last less than 150f = 5s and 80% last less than 300f = 10s due to occlusion

and the limited sight of the camera, observation data takes the form of a spatiotemporal graph

with dynamic nodes where each agent lasts a short period and then disappears. Thus, discarding

non-full trajectories as in previous works 22, 23 would significantly reduce the number of birds to

consider at a given time step. To handle these disjointed yet entangled pieces of trajectories, we

propose a novel inspection method that examines the data at every step of the LSTM to manually

connect the hidden states from the past, exclude the nonexistent birds at a certain time, and start

a new chain of hidden states from a separate neural network if an agent newly enters the scene.

While several previous approaches could handle graphs with dynamic edges 52–54, AgentNet is, to

the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to deal with dynamic nodes on a spatiotemporal graph

(see Supplementary Note 1 for a formal explanation of the inspection scheme).

The number of total birds appearing in each set varied from 300 to 1800, and each trajectory

in the set started and ended at different times. The model received state variables that exist at the

current time step, produced statistics of three-dimensional position and velocity, and then the sam-

pled states were fed back into the model for the next time prediction. NLL losses were calculated

at every LSTM step for existing birds.
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Figure 5 summarizes the results of AgentNet for CS. The predictive power of AgentNet is

illustrated in Fig. 5A, where linear extrapolation and naive LSTM show mostly similar results

while AgentNet shows greatly reduced errors at predicting longer time steps, achieves better per-

formances than GAT and GAT3+. Figure 5B, showing the visualized attention of a typical bird,

clearly indicates the near-sighted and forward-oriented nature of the bird’s interaction range. To

further verify this interaction range, we averaged the attention values from the first step of predic-

tions according to the relative coordinates of the target bird. The averaged results for αvx from

the entire test set are drawn in Fig. 5C along with the averaged cosine similarity of the velocity,

which is a commonly used measure to find the range of interaction. The interaction range projected

on the xy-plane coincides with previous literature about biological agents’ visual frustum, which

depends on forward-oriented sight and the relative distance from each agent 20, 35, 38, 55. Also, the

bird’s z-directional attention is relatively concentrated downwards; this predicted attention is phys-

iologically plausible since downward-oriented visual fields are widely reported in various types of

birds due to their foraging nature and the blind area from the beak 39, 56.

Interestingly, Fig. 5C shows that the velocity correlation on the xy-plane and xz-plane shows

no particular directional tendency as attention does. Although many studies employ state corre-

lations between agents to figure out the characteristics of interaction 57, 58, correlation might be

significantly different from the interaction range itself 59. Different from correlations, our model

provides a causal interaction strength since the attention value is strongly connected to the pre-

dictability of future dynamics, which is quite useful for inferring and modeling the microdynamics

of individual birds.
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Our model with variable-wise attention can further verify important physical insights. For

instance, we have found that although the scale is different, the form of attention concentration

is surprisingly the same regardless of the directions (Results for other variables are reported in

48). This directional homogeneity strongly implies that the bird-bird interaction is more like a

near-sighted version of the Vicsek model, differs from the distance-based force models like AOUP

which must exhibit directional heterogeneity. In conclusion, AgentNet employed the position and

velocity (heading direction) of neighboring birds into its prediction, thereby showing better pre-

diction compared to the non-interactive baseline and qualitatively plausible interaction range.

5 Conclusion

This study proposed AgentNet, a generalized framework for the data-driven modeling of a com-

plex system. We demonstrated the flexibility, capability, and interpretability of our framework

with large-scale data from various complex systems. Our framework is universally applicable to

agent-based systems that are governed by pairwise interactions and for which a sufficient amount

of data is available. The proposed framework can infer and visualize variable-wise interaction

strength between agents, which could assist researchers in gaining clearer insights into given sys-

tems and their dynamics. Furthermore, AgentNet is scalable for an arbitrary number of agents due

to the nature of GNNs, thus facilitating free-form simulation of the desired system with any initial

condition. Since attention values from our model can be directly interpretable as a variable-wise

interaction strength function, we expect that AgentNet will be useful in heterogeneous settings

where each state variable interacts with different neighbors.
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There are a great number of domains in which AgentNet is anticipated to exhibit its full

potential. As we demonstrated via AOUP and CS, the analysis of active matter such as bacterial

cells 49, 60, animal flocks 12–16, or pedestrian dynamics 22, 23 may greatly benefit from our approach.

Also, since GNNs were originally proposed for data with graph structures, AgentNet may yield

data-driven models of both agent and node dynamics of a network by incorporating an adjacency

matrix instead of assuming a complete graph. AgentNet can retrieve the underlying graph and

interaction strength from data, which encompasses the research fields of epidemic dynamics 61,

network identification, and various inverse Ising problems 7. We could further apply different

encoders and decoders to improve the performance and include available domain knowledge. For

instance, a Gaussian mixture model 45 or variational model 23 that could approximate an arbitrary

distribution may be suitable to approximate multimodal or highly irregular distributions.

One limitation of the current work is that AgentNet cannot fully capture three or higher

orders of interactions. The pairwise assumption is nearly the only inductive bias we have imposed

on our model, which will require modification if the target system is expected to have strong higher-

order interaction. First, by increasing the number of message passing layers, GNNs can employ

information from further than one-hop neighbors and possibly capture the higher-order interactions

among three or more agents. Another way to alleviate the pairwise assumption is to consider

higher-order interactions directly in network construction. Applying a GNN with a hypergraph

structure 62–64, one of the rapidly growing research areas in machine learning, to AgentNet would

be a direct extension of the current study.
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We highlight the virtually unbounded scope of the proposed framework in this study, and

hope that AgentNet shines a new light on physical modeling and helps researchers in diverse do-

mains delve into their systems in a data-driven manner.

Methods

AgentNet implementations We implemented our AgentNet model with PyTorch 65. The en-

coder and decoder layers of AgentNet are composed of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). The

dimension notation such as [32, 16, 1] means that the model consists of three perceptron layers

with 32, 16, and 1 neurons in each layer. Also, dims. is an abbreviation of dimensions.

All of the encoding layers of AgentNet are composed of [Input dims, 256, Attention dims].

Here, input dimensions are chosen as the sum of the number of state variables and additional vari-

ables, such as global variables (as in AgentNet for AOUP) or indicator variables (as in AgentNet

for CS). The form of the final dimension indicates that each output of the encoder (key, query, and

value) will be processed separately. See 42 for more details about transformer architecture.

With these outputs and (additional) global external variables (u), neural attention is applied

to calculate attention value αij from encoded data e(st). First, the algorithm constructs aqij , the

attention coefficient for the q-th state variable between agents i and j, and feeds the concatenated

vectors into MLP(att) as

aqij = Att(Key(e(si)),Query(e(sj)),u) (8)
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and applies the sigmoid function

αq
ij =

1

1 + exp(−aqij)
(9)

where Key, Query, and Att indicate the corresponding MLPs used for transformer architec-

ture and has dimensions. Table ?? shows the implementation details of AgentNet for each target

system.

After variable-wise attentions are multiplied to their respective values and averaged, we con-

catenate the (original target agent’s) value and its averaged attention-weighted values (from others)

and feed it into the variable-wise separated decoder. Since two tensors are concatenated, the last

dimension of this tensor has twice the length of the original dimension of the value tensor. The

decoder consists of [2 × value dims., 128, output dims.].

In the stochastic setting (VM, AOUP, and CS), the decoded tensor further feeds into other

layers to obtain sufficient statistics for the probabilistic distribution. In this paper, those statistics

are means and variances of state variables. MLP layers for these values consist of [output dims.,

64, corresponding number of variables]. For instance, AgentNet for CS has 2× 6 = 12 separate

layers to calculate means and variances for 6 state variables.

In the case of a target system with probable time correlations, we adopted long short-term

memory (LSTM) as an encoder to capture the correlations 66. Hidden states and cell states have 128

dims. each and are initialized by additional MLPs that are jointly trained with the main module.
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As explained in the main manuscript, AgentNet checks at each time step whether an agent is new

and present. When an agent is newly entered, new LSTM hidden states are initialized. Otherwise,

hidden states succeed from the previous result.

Baseline implementations For the baseline, we employed a MLP, LSTM, and GAT model where

the variable-wise graph attention module is missing. For MLP and LSTM, We doubled the num-

ber of layers and neurons of the decoder to compensate for the missing attention module, which its

decoder consists of [2 × value dims., 256, 256, output dims.]. For standard GAT 28, we left every-

thing the same as AgentNet and replaced variable-wise attention core to original graph-attention

core with linear projection matrices of [Attention dims., 128] and inner-product attention was

used with those 128-dimensional vectors. For GAT3+, we implemented multi-headed attention

(with 3 heads) with dimensions of 12 (for AOUP) and 32 (for CS), and every other module is the

same as AgentNet. This choice is to (Note that even for GAT and GAT3+, we used [Input dims,

256, Attention dims] dimensions of encoding layers for the key, query and value, instead of linear

projection matrices as the original architecture.)

Training scheme All training used 2 to 10 NVIDIA TITAN V GPUs, with which the longest

training for a single model took less than two days. Mish activation function 67 with a form of

f(x) = xtanh(softplus(x)) and the Adam Optimizer 68 were used for the construction of models

and training. The learning rate was set to 0.0005 and decreased to 70% of the previous value when

the test loss remained steady for 30 epochs. In the case of AgentNet for CS, we employed weighted

NLL loss for different time steps, in which weights are inversely proportional to the frequency of

the sample with a given trajectory length, to resolve the imbalance of available trajectory length.
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Table 3 shows further details of the model for each system, including the number of attention

heads.
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Figures

Figure 1

Overview of system formulation and the neural network architecture of the proposed AgentNet. The
correspondence between the decision rule of agents in a complex system and a forward pass of
AgentNet is depicted. In both panels, the state variable of each agent st i interacts with the state variables
of other agents st j in Ri with interaction strength αtij. The graph attention corelearns Ri
withtransformerarchitecturebyencoding st i intokey kt i,query qt i,andvalue vt i,and then calculates the
weighted sum of the values of other agents vt j according to the variable-wise attention weight αq,t ij as
computed by neural attention. Different from GATs, AgentNet assigns attention value for each state
variable, and decode it separately to strictly impose the information ofvariable-wiseinteractionstrength.
Otherfunctions,namely hself and f,canbecapturedbyboth encoder and decoder modules.



Figure 2

Result of AgentNet for cellular automata. (A) Attention weight transition of a single target cell throughout
the training. In the initial stage, the model has no information about the interaction range and assigns
near-zero values to all of the cells in the system. Attention gets nar
roweddowntoasmallerregionastrainingadvances,andfinallyconcentratesoneightsurrounding cells, which
is the theoretical interaction range. (B) Attention weight ¯ αc of neighbors and outside cells during 200
epochs of training. The attention weight of neighbor cells increases as training proceeds, while the weight
of other cells remains 0. Data is averaged from 100 test samples. (C) AgentNet with respect to given alive
(left) and dead microstates (right). The total number of alive cells in the neighborhood is denoted by s,
which is the sole parameter of the CA decision rule.

Figure 3



Result of AgentNet for the Vicsek model. Initially, agents are randomly distributed in a circular region with
radius R = √5, without any boundary condition. (A) Attention weight visu alization of two sample cells, a1
and a2. Both cases show a circular sector of attention distribution with clear boundaries that perfectly
matches with ground-truth interaction range. (B) Averaged attentionweightforvariables x and y
beforeandaftertraining. ThefullytrainedAgentNetlearned
toidentifytheneighboragentsandignoretheirrelevantothersbyassigningnear-oneandnear-zero attention
weights, respectively. (C) Position predictions by AgentNet for the two sample cells a1 and a2. Circles
indicate the starting positions of the two particles, with the two heatmaps showing the AgentNet
prediction along with the means of predicted distributions (Xs). The model predicts the expected
theoretical distribution (crosses) with great precision, even when the given training samples (green and
blue stars) are distant from the means of the theoretical distribution.

Figure 4

Result of AgentNet for AOUP.(A)In both panels, eight steps of the test data (R = 4) of
fourparticlesaredrawnwithblackdotsstartingfromthelargeblackdots. AgentNetpredictionsof
thetrajectoriesinthefollowing12steps(rightpanel)perfectlycoincidewiththesampletrajectories from the true
Langevin equation (left panel). 100 samples are drawn in both panels, and the final positions are
highlighted with white stars. (B) Equilibrium state of a system with R = 5, which is unseen at the training
stage. A single realization from the true distribution is drawn with final positions marked by red stars
(left), while a single sample from the predicted distribution of AgentNet is drawn with final positions
marked by blue stars (right). AgentNet for AOUP captures the generalized effect of interaction length R
and predicts the collective behavior of the untrained system. (C) Exerted x-directional force Fint,x and x-
directional velocity attention ¯ αvx shows a strong linear relationship, while single attention value from



GAT does not captures any of the force component. Same holds for(D), for the case of y-direction. (E) By
plotting relative distance rij versus force and attention, scaled attention shows good coincidence with the
force value up to constant factor c = 0.28. (F) Visualization of ¯ αvx for a single target particle (blue).
Attention and force values for (C) to (E) are collected from 100 test samples with R = 4.

Figure 5

ResultofAgentNetforCS.(A)Displacementerrorso�inearextrapolation,naiveLSTM, GAT, GAT3+, and
AgentNet. AgentNet shows the lowest displacement error compared to the baselines. Here, the final
displacement error (FDE) of step n indicates the averaged error of birds for which their trajectories
terminated at step n. All of the results are averaged value from three trials. (B) Exemplary snapshot of the
visualized attention of a single agent (blue circle) from the test dataset. (C) Two-dimensional heatmap of
averaged attention αvx and cosine similarity of the velocitywithrespecttotherelativecoordinates.
Wealigneverybird’sheadingdirectioninthetest dataset to the x-axis (blue arrow) and draw cross-sections in
the xy-plane (upper panels) and xz plane (lower panels). Different from the velocity correlation, attention
shows more concentrated and strongly directional distributions that coincide with previous literature
about the bird’s visual frustum and sight direction. For attention, a contour of the top 0.01% of the
attention value is visualized (red, dashed) as well as the direction of the maximum attention value (red
arrows).
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